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salty
adjective

\	ˈsȯl-tē	 	\
saltier;	saltiest

Definition	of	salty

	(Entry	1	of	2)

1a	:	of,	seasoned	with,	or	containing	salt	salty	foods
b	:	being,	inducing,	or	marked	by	the	one	of	the	five	basic	taste	sensations	that	is	suggestive	of	seawater	—	compare	bitter	entry	1	sense	1a,	sour	entry	1
sense	1,	sweet	entry	1	sense	1,	umami	entry	2
2	:	smacking	of	the	sea	or	nautical	life
3a	:	piquant
b	:	earthy,	crude	salty	language
4	informal	:	feeling	or	showing	resentment	towards	a	person	or	situation	:	bitter	I	completely	forgot	about	our	date	and	left	my	girlfriend	waiting	at	the
restaurant	for	over	an	hour.	Now	she's	all	salty.—	Nicole	Lane	They	made	me	shave	my	beard	and	cover	up	my	tattoos,	which	I	was	a	little	salty	about.—
Jon	Niccum

salty

noun

Definition	of	salty	(Entry	2	of	2)

:	the	taste	sensation	that	is	suggestive	of	seawater	—	compare	bitter	entry	2	sense	1b,	sour	entry	2	sense	1b,	sweet	entry	3	sense	2,	umami	entry	1

	Other	Words	from	salty	 	Synonyms	&	Antonyms	 	More	Example	Sentences	 	Learn	More	about	salty
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Other	Words	from	salty

Adjective

saltily	\	ˈsȯl- tə- lē	 	\	adverb

saltiness	\	ˈsȯl- tē- nəs	 	\	noun

Synonyms	&	Antonyms	for	salty

Synonyms:	Adjective

brackish,	briny,	saline,	salt

Antonyms:	Adjective

nonsaline

Visit	the	Thesaurus	for	More	

Examples	of	salty	in	a	Sentence

Adjective

I	think	the	soup	tastes	salty.	salty	sea	water	is	safe	to	swim	in,	but	you	really	shouldn't	swallow	it

Recent	Examples	on	the	Web:	Adjective

But	Momoa’s	Arthur	Curry,	in	Warner	Bros.’s	vision,	is	ruder,	saltier,	more	physical,	and	more	tattooed	than	his	comic	book	counterpart.	—	Alex	Abad-
santos,	Vox,	"Aquaman	goes	for	broke	and	lands	somewhere	between	overstuffed	marine	opera	and	cheesy	comic	book	fun,"	11	Dec.	2018	Crunchy,	salty,
sweet,	savory,	cheesy,	and	chocolate-covered:	Popcorn	can	do	it	all.	—	Jaclyn	London,	Ms,	Rd,	Cdn,	Good	Housekeeping,	"The	Healthiest	Way	to	Eat
Popcorn,	According	to	a	Nutritionist,"	27	Nov.	2018

These	example	sentences	are	selected	automatically	from	various	online	news	sources	to	reflect	current	usage	of	the	word	'salty.'	Views	expressed	in	the
examples	do	not	represent	the	opinion	of	Merriam-Webster	or	its	editors.	Send	us	feedback.

See	More

First	Known	Use	of	salty

Adjective

15th	century,	in	the	meaning	defined	at	sense	1a

Noun

1912,	in	the	meaning	defined	above
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Statistics	for	salty

Last	Updated

17	Jan	2019

Look-up	Popularity

Bottom	40%	of	words

Time	Traveler	for	salty

The	first	known	use	of	salty	was	in	the	15th	century
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More	Definitions	for	salty

salty

adjective

English	Language	Learners	Definition	of	salty

:	containing	salt	or	too	much	salt
US,	old-fashioned	:	somewhat	rude	or	shocking

See	the	full	definition	for	salty	in	the	English	Language	Learners	Dictionary

salty

adjective

\	ˈsȯl-tē	 	\
saltier;	saltiest

Kids	Definition	of	salty

:	of,	tasting	of,	or	containing	salt	salty	food

salty

adjective

\	ˈsȯl-tē	 	\
saltier;	saltiest

Medical	Definition	of	salty

:	of,	seasoned	with,	or	containing	salt

Other	Words	from	salty

saltiness	\	- tē- nəs	 	\	noun
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